
HMS Endeavour - Bark 1768 
Wooden Model kit by Artesania Latina 

Photos and commentary by Tom Wolf 

Although this is one of the most common kits made by modellers in 

Australia (due its historical significance), it is also the model for 

which most new to the hobby ask for assistance. 

HM Bark Endeavour, 

was a British Royal Navy 

research vessel that 

Lieutenant James Cook 

commanded on his first 

voyage of discovery, to Australia and New Zealand, from 1769 to 1771.  

Launched in 1764 as the collier Earl of Pembroke, the Royal Navy purchased her in 1768 for 

a scientific mission to the Pacific Ocean and to explore the seas for the surmised Terra Aus-

tralis Incognita or "unknown southern land".   

Renamed and commissioned as “His Majesty's Bark the Endeavour”, she left Plymouth in Au-

gust 1768 and reached Tahiti in time to observe the 1769 transit of Venus across the Sun. 

She then set sail into the largely uncharted ocean to the south and in September 1769 she 

anchored off New Zealand. 

In April 1770, Endeavour became the first ship to reach the east coast of Australia when Cook 

went ashore at Botany Bay. Endeavour then sailed north along the Australian coast where 

she ran aground on the Great Barrier Reef in North Queensland. She was beached for seven 

weeks to permit rudimentary repairs to her hull and she finally returned to Britain at the port of 

Dover on 12 July, having been at sea for nearly three years. 

Largely forgotten after her epic voyage, Endeavour spent the next three years sailing to and 

from the Falkland Islands. Sold into private hands in 1775, and later renamed as Lord Sand-

wich, she was hired as a British troop transport during the American War of Independence 

and was scuttled in a blockade of Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island, in 1778 during the Ameri-

can War of Independence.  

A replica of Endeavour was launched in 1994 and is berthed alongside the Australian National 

Maritime Museum in Sydney Harbour.  

All photographs and articles published remain the copyright property of the 

contributor and SMSC unless released. 
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Since all Endeavour’s voyages were prior to 1801, the flag that was flown on her was the King’s 

Colours (also known as the Union Jack) which lacked the Cross of St. Patrick. That was added in 

1801 signifying the union of Ireland with Great Britain, as a result of this fact the flags provided 

with the kit were unusable as being historically incorrect. In any event this model was being 

made to be without sails or flags. 

In making this model it was decided to replace all metallic decorations and fittings provided in the 

kit with hand carved/made decorations and fittings, and that since some modifications would 

need to be done to the manufactured kit, that the model would be based on the replica ship in 

Darling Harbour 

1.  The frames are set into the keel. 

2-8. Starting with the setting up of the frames, 

checking frame numbers are sequential, then en-

sure the deck is square. First layer of planking is 

being  put on, using brass nails to temporarily hold 

it all in position. 
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9. The nails are removed and a smooth sur-

face is created as a base for the second plank-

ing layer 

10. The second planking layer is started 

11. Decking, grates and rudder cavity created  

12-13. Readying for later keel installation  
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14-15. Planking is completed  

16. All timber stern art is completed 

based on HMB Endeavour berthed at 

Darling Harbour, Sydney.  

 Timber parts made for all metallic 

decorations and windows provided 

with the kit. 

17  Getting ready to install the “false keel”  

18  Fitting the false keel  
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21. Carving the windlass sides to replace the 

metal items provided in the kit is complete 

22  Carving Captain’s cabin windows to re-

place the metal items provided in the kit 

ready  

23  Capstan ready for installation  

19-20. Fitting the 

bow and transom keel 

sections 
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27-28  Captain’s cabin window installed  

31  Windlass is almost ready to install.  

24-26. Keel fully fitted and glued, Just needs final sanding and installing hull features  

29-30 Transom is finished  
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32 Bow is readied for bowsprit to be 

installed.  

33-34.  Rudder is installed 

35-36  Wheel and windlass installed  

37-38  Winch, bell and chimney installed  
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39-40. Rails and ladders installed  

41. Finished stern  

42-44  Deadeyes done and bumpers 

finished  
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45 Bow section finished, anchors 

required  

46-49  Deck furniture finished, rudder connected to steering 

50  Bowsprit fitted out and installed  
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51-54  All masts set up 

and fitted out, crows 

nests on all 3 masts, 

cross-trees fitted out 

and installed, gaffe 

rig boom and spar 

ready and installed  

55-58  Top shrouds and ratlines fitted, 

masts ready to install. Sump pumps made 

of timber made to replace metal ones pro-

vided in the kit, and installed. 
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64   Anchor “sacrifice” timbers installed on 

hull to imitate the timbers on the replica 

ship 

60-63   Ship’s boat finished  and installed 

65-66  Lower 

shrouds and ratlines 

installed, standing 

rigging started. 
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67-76 All standing rigging is 

finished, all running rigging 

not requiring to be fixed to 

sails is fitted, coils on every 

belaying pin utilised.  
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77  Ready for display, sails are optional 


